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Teachers are very busy workers with tightly packed schedules and regular

engagement in work outside regular hours (such as for preparing lessons and

marking). They have less time for breaks and over 30% spend more than 50 hours a

week on teaching activities.

On top of busy schedules, teachers are required to undertake professional 

development and learning to improve their teaching practices. Professional

development can involve substantial time, planning, travel, conference costs, or

attending a presentation or workshop.

The Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL) specifies

teachers are required to identify, plan, engage in and apply professional learning to improve their

teaching and, subsequently, their students’ learning. Engaging in professional development has been

earmarked by the OECD to be a major strategy to prevent teachers leaving the profession.

Teachers have reported needing avenues to enhance emotional support, resources and relationships

to develop their resilience, identity and prevent isolation.
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With hectic scheduling and constant teaching demands, teachers are turning to social media to meet

these needs.

Read more: Australian teachers get fewer training days than in other countries and 

turn to online courses for support

Teachers turning to Twitter

There is a growing trend of teachers using Twitter to connect to a global network of educators to share

and solve a wide range of educational problems.

Rather than a one-off professional learning event (such as a conference), Twitter provides a low-cost,

easy to access platform. It requires little effort beyond 280 character posts or photos to connect with a

range of education professionals, leaders and organisations.

Twitter has become a significant resource for teachers to find, share, learn from and use information

for the professional benefit of themselves and their students.

Matthew Bassett
@PhysEdApps

@drstephenharvey sharing about the effect that @Twitter has 
on professional development #SHAPENashvile
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What does research tell us?

A survey of 755 teachers in the US asked how and why teachers are using Twitter. It found teachers

valued Twitter’s personalised, immediate nature and the positive professional collaborations it can

encourage. Teachers reported Twitter can be used to combat teaching isolation - a problem for many

teachers that can result in burnout and/or teachers leaving the profession.

For many teachers, Twitter-based professional learning can be superior to more traditional methods.

The reach of communication across the world is broad and teachers can easily select appropriate

resources for themselves.

Some 324 teachers from 22 countries were surveyed via Twitter to determine their use of, access to,

and perceptions of Twitter. It found teachers think Twitter can help build relationships with other

teachers and help them self-direct their professional development by selecting resources for

themselves based on their needs. Teachers described greater access to multiple conferences and

online learning posts or discussions where they don’t have to be physically present.

Teachers are learning about the latest and best teaching practices, lesson plans, web resources, and

innovative ideas for the classroom. Some even receive invitations to present at conferences or are

given lucrative grants. Significant relationships have even been found between teachers’ professional

use of Twitter and improved technology abilities.

Read more: Students struggle with digital skills because their teachers lack 

confidence

Due to the convenient nature of Twitter, it could be assumed that teachers would only achieve

surface-level learning. But analysis of 2,125 interactions show Twitter can also encourage a

community of practice to support changes to teaching over time.

For example, the study highlights how Twitter has been used to develop teachers’ competence in using

a specific teaching model – cooperative learning.

Principal Fulk
@RobFulk

Teacher burnout is directly tied to the culture and climate in 
which they teach.  If we throw them to wolves (me and we have 
all been guilty) then what do expect will happen?  We must be 
better about new teacher indoc, and support.  A mentor is a start 
but isn't enough#edchat
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This was done by sharing how the model can be used, sharing valuable resources with teachers and

providing continual feedback on the delivery of the teaching ideas. In turn, this developed sustained

capabilities of a teaching department.

In another study of 160 teachers from the US, 90% of respondents said they were extremely likely to

use Twitter for professional development in the following six months. Almost 70% reported their use

of Twitter for professional learning would increase over the following school year.

There has even been a rolling Twitter conversation on game-based teaching. The conversation

included teachers from 18 countries, lasted 12 hours, involved 12 posts per person with a reach of

almost 120,000 people.

Other research of the Twitter hashtag #educattentats recognised 3,598 unique users and over 5,500

posts from across the world within 28 days.

Laura Terpstra
@TerpstraUTES

Today we used the app @Flipgrid to create mini lessons to 
explain area and perimeter to a younger student. It was a 
perfect opportunity to showcase their understanding of a these 
concepts. #cooperativelearning
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Social media Twitter Teachers

Implications

Twitter provides a modern platform for teachers to share, network, gain emotional support, build

professional learning communities and make a contribution to their profession.

Because Twitter-based professional development is self-directed, it can be used to connect to each

teacher’s individual needs to fill gaps whenever they appear.

Twitter has even been recognised as a recommended form of professional development by a school

leadership association in the US.

Twitter is providing a platform to offer school leaders further opportunities to develop their audiences

and influences. At the same time, it provides a voice to teachers who can find it difficult to connect

with others beyond the confines of the classroom.

Before you go...

Did you know that articles in The Conversation are written by academics in
collaboration with a team of more than 20 professional journalists? We do this
work because we value reliable information and want to help you understand the
evidence behind complex issues. Your tax deductible donation will help us
continue to deliver fact-based journalism.
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Joshua Eyler
@joshua_r_eyler

Joining Twitter and engaging with all of you here has been the 
single most important professional development decision I have 
ever made.

Matt Reed @deandad
Some upsides of "academic Twitter"  
insidehighered.com/blogs/confessi…  @tressiemcphd @SusannaDW 
@kevincarey1 @amylaitinen1 @SandyDarity @saragoldrickrab
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